IMPROVE PUPIL
OUTCOMES WITH
INSIGHTS YOU
CAN TRUST.
Sonar Tracker is the new pupil progress and assessment platform developed by the
expert teams behind Classroom Monitor, OTrack, Pupil Asset and Target Tracker.
It has the straightforward, insightful
reports of OTrack, the pupil, parent and
key stakeholder engagement capability
of Classroom Monitor and the wealth of
educational expertise from the whole
local authority behind Target Tracker.

That’s over 60 years tried and tested
expertise in one powerful new platform,
so you can base your decisions on
insights and intelligence you can rely on.

DON’T SETTLE FOR BASIC
DATA MARKSHEETS
The marksheets included with your MIS may seem like a good option
for your budget in the short term but primary schools today need more.
Pupil assessment information is so fundamental to all areas of
school life that specialist assessment software is the smart choice.
For ongoing improvements in learning outcomes you need a secure,
robust and future-proof way to measure, monitor and analyse
pupil attainment.

BENCHMARK YOUR PUPIL
ASSESSMENT DATA WITH
OVER 6000 SCHOOLS!
With the pandemic impacting formal
assessment over the last 2 years and only
recent SATs data published, finding out how
your school is performing in relation to other
schools on a regular basis at this crucial time,
is a real challenge.

Not for Sonar Tracker schools.
With Sonar Tracker you receive a personalised benchmark report
every term so you can compare your pupil attainment to that of other
schools nationally, as well as those in your LA, to make sure all your
year groups are on track.

“A simple, intuitive and interactive tracking
solution that supports formative and
summative strategies, with little effort,
allowing my team to focus upon their pupils.”
Frazer Westmorland, Headteacher,
Mundella Primary School

Sonar Tracker is much more than just a standard assessment data
tracker. It gives you valuable insights from your data, reducing your
workload and saving you time. Be confident you’re seeing the full
picture and making evidence-based decisions to continually improve
outcomes for all your pupils.

See the whole picture:
Automatically receive your personalised termly
benchmark report comparing your pupil assessments with
6,000 other schools (in the Juniper National Dataset)
Model future progress to see exactly where interventions
or extra support would be most beneficial with our unique
“opportunities” feature.
Use the assessment and curriculum model that works
for you – Sonar Tracker can either come fully set up ready
to go or we can upload your own assessment approach
in minutes. You can also use Sonar Tracker alongside
our curriculum planning tool Sonar Curriculum for a fully
integrated assessment and curriculum strategy.

Get all your staff on board – it’s online, accessible from
anywhere and so easy to use.
Provide your staff with quality CPD – you’ll be supported
by a team of education experts including STA moderators,
former headteachers and education advisors to help
you make the most of your assessment information
and support you as required with your assessment and
curriculum strategy.
Make evidence-based decisions with confidence – Sonar
Tracker’s powerful analysis gives you intelligence not data,
whatever assessment model you use.

Clear key performance
indicators highlighted

See at a glance
how many pupils
are on track

“It’s a light touch
for teachers in
terms of time.”
Nick Hutchings.
Headteacher,
Hamilton Primary School
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MADE FOR TEACHERS
BY TEACHERS
We’re experts in education and we’ve been in your shoes. Behind
every product, solution and service we offer is a dedicated team of
educators, former headteachers, teachers, data managers, advisors
and consultants.
We provide a unique combination of unrivalled assessment expertise and
the very best technology to support schools just like yours every day.
Termly statutory assessment briefings delivered by
an STA Moderator
Curriculum and Assessment audits and reviews by
our team of former Headteachers and LA advisors
Regular CPD and training with a range of courses focused
on assessment, subject leader development and preparing
for Ofsted.

EVERYONE
ONBOARD
Sonar Tracker is intuitive and easy for everyone to use
but if you do need any guidance or support, we’ve got
you covered.
Getting your staff up and running and ensuring they’re fully
supported to get the most out of Sonar Tracker is crucial.
That’s why we’ve built the UK’s largest support team of
assessment experts with years of experience and they’ll
be with you every step of the way.
And that’s not all. Our built-in knowledge base delivers
guidance and support at the click of a button for all your
staff, as and when they need it.

BOOK YOUR DEMO TODAY!
Contact us:
junipereducation.org
0345 200 8600
enquiries@junipereducation.org

